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An exterior p oblem for Laplace’s equation in Iw-’ with a Robin boundary condi- 
tion is investigated. The particular fo m of the assumed boundary condition can be 
considered tobe a perturbation of aDirichlet boundary condition. Theconvergence 
of the solution to the Robin problem to that of the corresponding Dirichlet 
problem is proven for sufkiently smooth prescribed boundary functions. Theproof 
uses an integral equation method combined with results dealing with singular 
perturbation problems. Inaddition, the Robin problem is reformulated as a new 
boundary integral equation, which is shown to be uniquely solvable. A constructive 
method is established forobtaining the solution to this integral equation. An
example is supplied toillustrate the method given. 3” 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider an exterior Robin problem for Laplace’s 
equation in lw3 whose boundary condition isa special case of the general 
form 
(1.1) 
where q, E E [w and f is a prescribed function defined onthe boundary. 
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For the case when E = 1 and q > 0, it can easily beshown using the 
method of integral equations (e.g., seeColton and Kress [IS, ect. 3 71 or 
Kirsch [ 171) that he solution to the xterior Helmholtz equation problem 
corresponding to the above boundary condition c verges to the solution 
of the Neumann problem as q JO. The convergence is O(q), independent of 
the smoothness off and the norm of the solution space. Furthermore, for 
Ody <qulo, where q0 is a suitably small number, Ahner [2] gives a con- 
structive method for obtaining thesolution to both the potential problem 
and the scattering problem for small values ofthe wave number. 
For the case when r] = 1 and E > 0, however, itis known (Colton [6]; 
also see Colton and Kress [S, p. 991 and Kirsch [17]) that he situation 
is considerably morecomplicated. Kirsch [ 173 investigates the convergence 
of the solution to the exterior Helmholtz equation problem corresponding 
to the above boundary condition t  the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
as E J 0. Using an indirect me hod (i.e., using a layer ansatz), Kirsch refor- 
mulates the xterior scattering problem as a singular pe turbation pr blem. 
A singular perturbation pr blem in the sense that, as~50, his underlying 
integral equation changes from one of the second kind to one of the first 
kind. His investigations reveal how the smoothness off affects theorder of 
the convergence. This result isin sharp contrast tothe convergence 
behavior for the previous case. 
In the present work we consider the exterior Robin potential problem 
corresponding to v = 1 and E > 0. We use a direct method (i.e., Green’s 
theorem) toreformulate the xterior p tential problem as a singular per- 
turbation problem. While this method is similar to the approach taken by 
Kirsch [ 171, it leads to an important difference which we bring out in 
Section 4.We establish therate of the convergence of the solution to the 
Robin problem to the solution fthe Dirichlet problem as E JO, and 
indicate how the smoothness off influences this. Our analysis depends 
heavily onmodifications of re ults established by Groetsch [ 131 pertaining 
to the generalized nverse ofabounded, linear operator on a Hilbert space. 
Next we obtain a new Fredholm integral equation fthe first kind which 
we show is uniquely solvable. W  then obtain an analytical representation 
for its olution by applying a suitable it rative sch me involving theunder- 
lying integral operator. We believe that aparticularly attractive feature of 
the method presented is that he relevant integral operator is easonably 
simple inits form. 
In the next section wegive our notation a d state some basic results 
from potential theory that we require. In Section 3 we state the relevant 
boundary value problems tobe studied and reformulate them as boundary 
integral equations. We also establish some results concerning theunder- 
lying integral operators pertaining to these integral equations. In Section 4 
we present some techniques from the theory of Tikhonov regularization 
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which will enable us to prove the convergence results mentioned above. In
Section 5 we construct thesolution to the problem. Inthe last section we 
give an example using the constructive method of Section 5.
This paper is dedicated to Professor Ralph E. Kleinman. Itwas a 
privilege of the first author to write a Ph.D. dissertation under his 
direction. The second author was a student ofthe first author, and conse- 
quently, isa “mathematical grandchild” of Professor Kleinman. Both 
authors owe a great deal of their nterest in he area of integral equation 
methods in scattering and potential theory to Professor Kleinman. 
2. PRELJMINARIES 
Let Di denote a bounded omain in R3 containing theorigin, with a
closed, simply connected C” boundary do. Let D, denote the region 
defined bylR3\Dj. Let ri denote the unit normal to dD directed into D,. Let 
x and y denote typical points in[w3. Let @(x, y) be defined by
1 cqx, y) :== L - 
27T Ix- yl’ 
x, ydR3,x#y. 
We now define the standard integral operators f potential theory: 
Su(x) :=1 @(x, y) U(Y) dSI., XER3, (2.2) 
?D 
x E w\aD, (2.3) 
x E c7D, am, Y) K’u(x) := ?;, an(x) U(Y) 42
a Tu(x) := - s 
awx, Y) 
an(x) inwy) 4 Y) ds.v, xE ao. 
Let L’(aD) denote the Hilbert space of real valued, square integrable 
functions defined onaD equipped with the usual inner product ( ., .) and 
norm /I. /= (.,.)I”. As is shown by Kersten [16] the double layer potential 
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D and the single ayer potential S with L2-densities satisfy theclassical 
jump relations 
D*u(x)= ku(x)+Ku(x), (2.7) 
a - S+u(x) = Tu(x) + K’u(x), 
an(x) (2.8) 
where the indices + and - denote the limits obtained byapproaching 3D
from inside D,and D;, respectively. 
For the Sobolev space H'(dD), r 20, it is known (see Giroire [ll]) that 
K, K’: H'(dD) + Hr(aD) are compact, linear operators, S: H'(LJD) --f 
H'(dD) is a compact, linear operator, andS is an isomorphism from 
H'(dD) onto H'+'(aD). Furthermore, T:H'+'(aD)-H'(dD) is a 
bounded linear operator. 
Let C(aD) denote the Banach space of real valued, continuous f nctions 
defined ondD equipped with the maximum norm I/. Icc. From [IS] it is 
known that K, K', and S are compact, linear operators defined onC(aD). 
In the subsequent sections we will be dealing with functions defined in
either D,or Di together with their restrictions o dD.A capital letter will 
be used when the function is defined ineither D,or D, and the corre- 
sponding lower case will be used when the function is defined onaD. Thus, 
for example, U will denote a function defined ineither Dior D,, while u
will denote UJ,,. In those situations whenu could be defined byeither an
exterior or interior limit onaD (i.e., as dD is approached form D, or D;, 
respectively) it willbe assumed clear f om context which of these two limits 
is indicated an no special notation will be used to distinguish the two 
cases. On those rare occasions where some confusion might arise, U,and 
U_ will denote the limits from D, and D,, respectively. 
3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Consider the exterior R bin problem for Laplace’s quation (RL) 
AU,=0 in D,, (3.1) 
U,--v,=f on aD, (3.2) 
U, is regular at infinity, (3.3) 
where A denotes the Laplacian operator inIw3; E>O is a constant; 
v, := aU,/an( aD; f is a prescribed function in H'(aD); and by regular t
infinite we mean 
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rlU,(x)l =Wl), as r-+co, (3.4a) 
y2 a2u, 
1 I - =0(l), ax; i=1,2,3,asr-+co, 
where Y= 1x1 and the xi’s denote the rectangular coordinates of x. It is 
known (e.g., seeAngel1 and Kleinman [4], Angel1 and Kress [IS], Colton 
and Kress [S], or Wiener [23]) that (RL) has a unique solution. 
We shall also consider the corresponding exterior Di ichlet problem for 
Laplace’s quation (DL) 
duo=0 in D,, (3.5) 
uo=f on aD, (3.6) 
U0 is regular at infinity, (3.7) 
where the function f in (3.6) isthe same prescribed function appearing in 
the Robin boundary condition (3.2). Itis known (e.g., see Leis [19], 
Mikhlin [20], or Miranda [21]) that (DL) has a unique solution. 
It is to be noted that he existence-uniqueness proof or(DL) given by 
Mikhlin [20] is for the classical Banach space setting C2(D,) n C( R3\Dj). 
Since we have not taken f E C(aD), the solution to (DL) is not a “classical 
solution.” On the other hand both Leis [191 and Miranda [21 Jestablish 
that (DL) has a unique “weak solution” U, EII:,,( (In fact, f~H”’ 
(aD) is sufficient to ensure U, E H,',,(D,).) Workers in the area, however, 
have long known that the existence result given by Mikhlin [20, 
pp. 379-3811, whereby U, is represented in terms of a double layer plus a
suitably chosen constant times l/lx/, may also be applied to(DL) for 
L2(aD) boundary data. From the assumed smoothness of aD and that of 
the boundary function f, together with the smoothness ofthe kernel 
function of D (with x ED, and y E aD), it can be shown that U,, E C2(D,). 
We shall refer to this unique weak solution asthe solution to(DL). 
Analogous tothis discussion we point out for our future use, that he 
corresponding exterior Neumann potential problem (NL) with prescribed 
boundary data taken in the function space L2(dD) also has a unique 
solution (e.g., seeLeis [19], Mikhlin [20], or Miranda [21]). 
Throughout the majority ofthe remainder ofthis paper fE H’(dD) is 
sufficient for our purposes. In certain stances, however, f EH2(aD) will 
be needed, and when those situations ari e, it will be clearly indicated. W  
also define v 0:=aU,/anI,,. It can be shown that u,=fg H’(aD) is 
sufficient to ensure that v0 E L2(aD). The use of v rather than au/&z a. is 
convenient forour purposes and will be used throughout the rest of this 
paper. 
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From Green’s formula we have the following representation for the 
solutions to both (RL) and (DL), 
Du-Sv=2U in D,, (3.8a) 
Ku-sv=u on dD, (3.8b) 
Du-Sv=O in D,, (3.8~) 
where it is understood that U is U, for (RL) and Ui, for (DL), respectively. 
From (3.8b) and the boundary conditions (3.2) and (3.6), we obtain the 
following tegral equations for u,, u0 and for v,, vO: 
C&V- J4 + Sl u, = x (3.9a) 
su, = sf, (3.9b) 
[s(Z- K) + S] v, = (K- Z)f, (3.10a) 
so, =(K- Z)jI (3.10b) 
The common, underlying function space for u,, z+,, vg, and v0 is L*(dD). 
Let us now establish some results concerning theintegral operators in 
(3.9) and (3.10). It is known (e.g., seeMikhlin [ZO]) that with respect to 
the classical Banach space C(aD) the interior Di ichlet po ential problem 
is uniquely solvable. Thus with respect tothis function space, from 
Colton and Kress [8, Theorems 3.22 and 3.301 it follows that 
N(Z-K’)=N(S)= {0}, h w ere N denotes the nullspace. It isknown that 
the kernel function fK’ is weakly singular and continuous for x # y. 
Consequently, from the regularity theorem, the nullspaces of Z-K’ in 
C(dD) and L*(dD) coincide (e.g., seeMikhlin [20, Theorem 8.6.11). From 
Fredholm theory, the nullspaces of I-K’ and I- K have the same dimen- 
sion. Thus the nullspace of Z-K taken with respect toL2(dD) is also 
trivial. Thusfrom the Riesz-Fredholm theory it follows that 
THEOREM 3.1. Z-K is a homeomorphism onL*(dD). 
We can in fact prove a stronger version fthis result which we shall 
need in the next section. Using the facts hat K: Hr(aD) -+ H’(aD), r3 0, 
is a compact, linear operator, H’(aD) c HO(dD) = L*(dD) for r 2 0, 
and N(Z-K)= (0) taken with respect to L*(aD), it follows that 
N(Z- K) = (0) t a k en with respect to H’(aD), r> 0. From the Riesz theory 
we have 
THEOREM 3.2. I-K is a homeomorphism onH’(dD), r2 0. 
Now let us prove the following result: 
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THEOREM 3.3. For E > 0, E(I- K) + S is a homeomorphism on L*(aD). 
Proof: First we note that except for the constant E, he linear operator 
is of the form I+ A, where A is a compact, linear operator nL2(aD). 
Consequently, the Fredholm alternative is applicable to the situation. 
Consider the adjoint operator &(I-- K’) +S. From the unique solvability of 
(RL) it follows that N(E(I- K’) +S) = N(Z- K’) = (0). Consequently, 
from the Fredholm alternative &(I-K) + S is injective and from the Riesz 
theory this operator is surjective and has a bounded inverse. Q.E.D. 
By assumption f~ H’(aD). From the mapping properties of S and K it 
follows from Theorem 3.2, that he integral equations (3.9a) nd (3.10a) 
have unique L’(aD) solutions U, and u,, respectively. SinceN(S) = {0}, it 
follows immediately that (3.9b) also has a unique L2(8D) solution uO. In 
fact u0 = fe H’(aD). From the mapping properties of K it follows that 
(K- Z)~E H’(aD). Therefore, from the mapping properties of S it follows 
that (3.10b) has a unique L2(8D) solution uO. Combining these results we 
have 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f E H’(aD). Then with respect tothe Hilbert space 
L*(aD), the integral equations (3.9a), (3.9b), (3.10a), nd(3.10b) have 
unique solutions u,,v,, uO, and vO, respectively. 
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUTION 
In this ection weestablish theconvergence of U, to U,, as ~10 and 
indicate how the smoothness ofthe boundary function f affects this 
convergence. 
We shall now establish several results which are special cases of results 
established by Groetsch [ 133. Groetsch isconcerned with general equa- 
tions of the form Bu = f where B is a compact, linear operator f om a 
Hilbert space H, into aHilbert space H,, and f E H,. Groetsch’s technique 
relies heavily onthe spectral decomposition heorem for bounded, linear, 
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. This necessitates applying the 
adjoint ofB, denoted by B*, to both sides of the above quation a d 
seeking a “solution” to the resulting equation fthe first kind. The 
operator B*B is positive semi-definite a d s lf-adjoint. The operator f
interest to us, which we will define later inthis ection, is positive definite 
and self-adjoint. Consequently, here is no need to apply the adjoint of he 
operator tothe underlying equation. Therefore we require variations on 
some of Groetsch’s re ults for this pecial case. 
Consider the case when A is a compact, linear operator defined onan 
infinite dimensional Hi bert space H. Then OE o(A), where a(A) denotes 
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the spectrum ofA (see [S, Theorem 1.341). It is not known, however, 
whether 0 is in the continuous spectrum, point spectrum, or residual 
spectrum, denoted bya,(A), a,(A), and a,(A), respectively. L t P denote 
the orthogonal projection of H onto R(A), where R(A) denotes the range 
of A. Let At denote the generalized nverse ofA. 
In what follows let A be a compact, linear, p.d.s.a. (i.e., positive definite, 
self-adjoint) perator nan infinite dimensional Hi bert space H. Then 
from the self-adjointness of A, a,(A) =a, and from the positive definite- 
ness of A, 0 $ a,(A). Thus 0 E a,(A). The next result follows immediately: 
THEOREM 4.1. The domain of At, D(A+), is the dense set R(A). Further- 
more, At = A-‘. 
Although At = A -’ here, the generalized inverse notation will be 
frequently used in the subsequent analysis. We do this for two reasons. 
First, itwas the generalized nverse literature which gave rise to many of 
the results which follow. Second, it will make the connections between 
Groetsch’s re ults and ours more transparent. 
Let the countable s t of positive eigenvalues of A be denoted by 
2, 2 I, 2 A, 3 . . > 0 with associated orthonormal eigenfunctions 
Ul, Q, u3, ...  From the spectral theorem Au = 1 A,Ju, ) u,,, u EH, and if 
g is a continuous f nctions defined onan interval containing c(A) (i.e., at 
least containing [0,n,]) then g(A)u = C g(%,)(u, u,) u,. Let pcl, :=i,;‘. We
now prove the following result modified from Groetsch [ 131: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f E R(A). Then A +f = C pJPf, u,,) u, = C p,,(f, u,~) u,,. 
Proof. It is known (e.g., see Diaz and Metcalf [9] or Groetsch [ 121) 
that he equation Au= f has a solution if and only if Picard’s criterion is 
satisfied. (Foraprecise tatement of Picard’s criterion, see [ 12, p. 1561.) 
By assumption, theequation Au=f is solvable. Consequently, Picard’s 
criterion s satisfied and the sum x p,(& u,) U, converges with respect to
the norm on H. 
Now let us show that this eries i a solution toAu=f: Since 
N(A) = {0}, it will then ecessarily be the unique solution. By assumption 
Pf =f: Applying the operator A to the sum defined inthe statement of he 
theorem, wehave A(C p,,(Pf, u,) u,) = C l,,u,JPf, u,)u, = C (PJ; u,) u, = 
Pf =f, since the set {un}~=i spans N(A)I, which is precisely the range of 
the operator P which is the ntire Hilbert space H. Q.E.D. 
This result allows us to prove the following mportant result which is 
modified from Groetsch [ 131: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let R,(t) for tl >O be a family of continuous functions 
defined on[0, A,] which satisfy thefollowing properties: 
(1) R,(t)-+l/tpointwise on (O,I.,] as crJ.0; 
(2) ItR,(t)l isuniformly bounded on[0, jW1] for all c( >O. 
Then R,(A)f +A’f as @JOfor eachfeD( 
Proof: We have Af = C %,(f, u ) u,, and by the continuity of R,, we 
obtain R,(A) f= C R,(,?,)(f, u,) U =C R,(&) A,p,,(f, u,) u,. From the 
hypothesis on R,, the dominated convergence th orem, and Theorem 4.2, 
it follows that his sum converges as rJ 0 to C ,~,(f, u,)u,, = A+$ Q.E.D. 
The specific te hnique known as Tikhonov regularization occurs when 
R,(t) := (a + t) ‘. This function is continuous n [O, 00) for all IX >0; it 
converges tol/t for each t E (0, 30) as x JO; and t/(a +t) is uniformly 
bounded by 1 on [0, co) (uniform inboth Mand t). This function satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 and therefore is a perfectly acceptable 
function to use to make R,(A) fconverge toAtf The specific orm R,(A) 
is (ctZ+ A)- I, which is a continuous bijection by the Riesz theory for 
compact operators. 
From these results we are now in a position toestablish the“con- 
vergence” of U, to U0 as E JO. To this end we shall next prove that U, -+ u,, 
and v, -+ a0 as E JO, where convergence here is understood in the L2(8D) 
sense. 
From Theorem 3.1 the operator I-K is a homeomorphism. It follows 
that applying (Z-K))’ to each of the integral equations i  (3.9) and (3.10) 
we obtain, respectively, the quivalent quations 
(&I+ L) u, = g,, (4.la) 
L% = g,, (4.lb) 
(d+ L) u, = g,, (4.2a) 
Lv, = g,, (4.2b) 
where 
and 
L := (Z-K) -‘s (4.3) 
gu := u g, := -jI (4.4) 
From Theorem 3.2 and the mapping properties of S, it follows that 
L: H’(8D) -+ H’(aD), r 20, is a compact, linear operator and that L is an 
isomorphism from H’(dD) onto H’+‘(iYD). 
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Recall that he underlying function space for u,, u,,, u , and u0 is L*(dD). 
Then with respect to this function space and from the mapping properties 
of L it follows that R(L) = L(H’(aD)) = H’(8D). Since ~EH’(~D), it 
follows that g,, g,E R(L). In fact g,EH*(dD). Because the operators 
appearing on the left-hand si es of (4.la) nd (4.lb) are the same as those 
in (4.2a) nd (4.2b), the following discussion will apply equally toeither 
pair of equations. 
We are now in a position to view (4.la) sthe Tikhonov regularization 
of the equation fthe first kind (4.lb). We will demonstrate this by next 
proving that he operator L is p.d.s.a. 
THEOREM 4.4. L is a compact, linear p.d.s.a. operator nL’(dD). 
Proof: It is known KS=SK’. Now L*=S*[(Z-K)-‘]*=S(Z-K’)-’ 
= (I- K)-‘(Z- K) S(Z- K’)-’ = (I- K)-‘S= L. Thus L is self-adjoint. 
Let u E L*(aD) be given and consider the inner product (Lv, u). Let U 
denote the unique solution to (NL) with boundary condition aU/anIfiD = u. 
From Green’s representation the rem wehave (I- K)u = -So, from which 
it follows that Lu = --u. Since AU = 0 in D,, it follows from Green’s 
identities 
(Lu, u)= -(u, u)=j JVU)*dl’>O. 
Il.. 
The only way this last integral could be zero would be if U was a constant 
in D,. Since U is regular tinfinity,  would then follow that Us 0, in 
which case u= 0. Thus for v# 0, (Lv, v) > 0, so L is positive definite. 
Q.E.D. 
Returning to (4.la), we know that he quation issolvable forE > 0, and 
from Theorem 4.4 we have U, = (&I+ L)-‘g,. By the previous theorems on
generalized nverses andbecause g,E D(Lt) = R(L), U, + Ltg, as e IO; but 
L has a trivial nu lspace so Ltgu = L- ‘gu =no, so U, + u0 as E J 0. Similarly, 
v, + vo, as E JO. From the Green’s formula representations for U,: and UO, 
we have U, = (Du, - Sv,)/2, and similarly forU,. Let Sz be any compact 




G Bl(Q) /I% -4 + h(Q) I/u,: - UOlI> (4.5) 
where 
lki(x, y)l’dS,+ s,, IV,ki(x, y)12 0, dV.x 1 1 
l/2 
3 (4.6) 
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where 
k,(& y) := 1 a@cx3 y), 
2 WY) 
k,(x, y):=; @CL Y). (4.7) 
The bounds Bi(SZ), i = 1,2, depend on Sz; however, they are finite for every 
compact set 52 contained in D,. Since both IIu, - u,J + 0 and /Iu, - uO/I + 0 
as E LO, it follows that U, + U, where by convergence here we mean that 
for any compact region C2 in D,, the expression on the left-hand si e of 
(4.5) vanishes as ~40. 
Although wehave proven the convergence of U, to U,, we have not yet 
been able to give arate of convergence. To this end we replace the original 
boundedness condition R,(t) in Theorem 4.3 with the condition 
t’ll - tR,(t)] 6 o(a, v) for some function w(c(, v)-+ 0 as ~10, O< v 6 1. 
Again, this condition must hold for all tin [0, A,], the domain on which 
R, is presumed continuous. The next heorem is modified from aresult in
Groetsch [13] and gives us the pertinent tool we need. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a compact, linear, p.d.s.a operator n H. Let 
x, := R,(A)g, and suppose g= A ‘+‘w for some v>O and WEH. Then 
IIA+g--x,ll dW(~7v)lld. 
Proof: Let u:=A+g. Then Au=g=A”+‘w, so A(u-A’w)=O, so 
U- AI’M~E N(A). Since N(A) = {0}, it follows that U= A’w. Now x, = 
R,(A)g=R,(A)A ‘+‘w=A”AR,(A)w. Thus llu-x,li=IIA’(Z-AR,(A))wll. 
But t” 11 - tR,(t)( < ~(a, v), so I/u -x,11 < O(CC, v)IIwlI. Q.E.D. 
For the particular case of interest to us R,(t) =(CI + t)-’ and it can be 
shown (see Groetsch [ 13, p. 261) that we can take o(c(, v)= M”. The role of 
c( is played by E, that of x, is played by u,(u,), andthat of u is played by 
u,(u,). Theorem 4.5 can now be applied toour specific s tuation. The 
operator L as we have shown, satisfies all the properties of the operator A 
in the above theorem. We require, however, additional smoothness on the 
boundary function ,f:
THEOREM 4.6. Assume f E H2(aD) and take L’(aD) as the underlying 
function space for the operator L.Then both g, and g, lie in the range of L2 
(i.e., the“square” ofthe operator L,not the Hilbert space L’(aD)). Further- 
more, U, + U, as O(E). 
ProofI From the mapping properties of L we have L2: H’(aD) +
H’+ ‘(do), r> 0, is an isomorphism. Thus we must show g,, g, E R(L’) =
H2(aD). By definition g, = Lf and it follows that g,E R(L’). In fact 
,fg H’(dD) would suffice in this case. On the other hand, g, = -f and 
g,, E R(L2) iff .fE H’(aD). 
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Under the assumptions  fand the subsequent regularity of g,and g,, 
we may take v= 1 in the statement of Theorem 4.5. Thus u, + u0 and 
v, + v0 as O(E). From (4.5) itfollows that U, + U, as O(E). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.6 gives a sufficient co dition f r convergence as O(E). Using 
this result asa motivation, we will construct a solution that converges to 
the solution to (DL) at this rate in the next section. 
Before closing this ection we point out three items. First, results similar 
to those we obtained inTheorems 4.4 and 4.5 have already been obtained 
in the germinal paper by Kirsch [ 173 for Helmholtz equation problems. 
Second, our analysis of the convergence of the solution of (RL) to that of 
(DL) relies heavily onthe book by Groetsch [ 131. We feel that his makes 
the convergence argument simpler and is more suitable forour purposes 
than the convergence argument given by Kirsch [17]. Third, Kirsch builds 
his results upon an important abstract singular perturbation result he
establishes. Assuming that he solution ca be represented as a single ayer, 
Kirsch then obtains anintegral equation similar to (4.la). He claims that 
his operator isself-adjoint, but dueto a technical error it is not. We have 
learned bya private communication from Kirsch that his oversight canbe 
easily corrected by making an appropriate modification in the ansatz for 
his solution. We mention this only to alert the interested reader that a
difficulty doesarise using the standard single ayer approach w ich does 
not arise when Green’s theorem is used. 
5. CONSTRUCTING THE SOLUTION 
Motivated bythe results in the previous section, here we construct the
solution U,to (LR) by assuming that U, = U, + EP,, where U. is the 
solution to (LD) and P, is a suitably chosen perturbation erm. There are 
several known methods which may be used for constructing U, (e.g., the 
iterative techniques given by Ahner [1, 33 and by Colton and Kress [7]). 
Consequently, we will focus our efforts on obtaining P,.
Since both U, and U, satisfy Laplace’s quation i D, and are regular t
infinity, we seek arepresentation for P, which also satisfies th e properties. 
We make the assumption that P, can be expressed as asingle ayer poten- 
tial. Then using (3.9a), we will derive a new Fredholm integral equation f
the first kind which we show is uniquely solvable. W  also demonstrate 
that its olution can be obtained byiteration. Fromthe unique solvability 
of (LR) it will then follow that our assumed representation yields the 
unique solution to (LR). Throughout this ection, u less otherwise stated, 
it will be assumed that he boundary function flies in If ‘(3D). 
First let us show that he particular representation we have assumed for 
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U, is “well-behaved” as E JO. From U, = U0 + &PC, we have u, = u0 f up, 
and v, = v,, + EqB, where pE = P, / aD and q, = dP,/&zl ao. Substituting u,, + up, 
into (3.9a), noting that u. = f, and recalling Theorem 3.3, we obtain the 
uniquely solvable integral equation 
[&(I- K)+ Sl PC = (K- I1.L (5.1) 
from which it follows 
(&I+ L) pE = -f: (5.2) 
From Theorem 4.4 the xistence of (&I+ L) )’ is ensured for any E > 0, and 
from (5.2) we have pE= -(&I+L)-tf. By Theorems4.3 and 4.4 and 
because LED, it follows that pE + -L+f as E JO. Consequently, from
(4.2b) weobtain limElo pE= -L-tf= vO. 
After U, is constructed, he problem of obtaining U, is essentially solved 
since U,= (Du, -Sue)/2 where v,= (u,-,f)/~ = pE. (It is worthy of note 
that v, = v. + &q8 implies that .zq6 = pE - uo. Since pE --t ?I,, asE 10, it is seen 
that qE is sufficiently well-behaved so that v, -+ u0 as &JO.) Thus 
U, = (Du, - SpE)/2 = [Of+ (ED - S) pJ2. As E JO, this converges to
(Of- Sv,)/2, which is precisely theresult which would have been derived 
directly forthe Dirichlet problem. 
Next, to find P, we assume the existence of an L2(aD) function 4, such 
that P, = S4, in D,. From the continuity of the single ayer potential t 
follows that pE = S4,:. Substituting in (5.1) wefind 
M&c = g> (5.3) 
where the operator M,is defined by
M, := [&(I- K)+ S] s, (5.4) 
and where gis a known function defined by
g:=(K-Z)f: (5.5) 
We now establish some results forthe operator A4, from which it is proven 
that (5.3) has a unique L*(aD) solution for E> 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let E > 0. Then: 
(a) M,: L*(aD) j L*(dD) is a compact, linear operator. 
(b) 44,: L*(dD) j H’(aD) is an isomorphism. 
Proof (a) This part follows immediately from the known mapping 
properties of K and S. 
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(b) Since KS= SK’, we have M, = S[s(Z- K’) + S]. From 
Theorem 3.3 and the Fredholm theory, itfollows that &(I- K’) + S is a 
homeomorphism on L*(aD). The result follows immediately from the fact 
that S: H’(dD) + H’(dD) is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
From this result wehave the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E > 0. Then the integral equation fthefirst kind (5.3) 
has a unique solution 4,E L*(dD). 
ProoJ: Since f E H’(aD), from the mapping properties of K it follows 
from (5.5) that ge H’(aZI). The result follows immediately from 
Theorem 5.1 (b). Q.E.D. 
The results in the above discussion are summarized in the following: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let U, and U. denote the solutions to (LR) and (LD), 
respectively. Let f E H’(aD) denote the same prescribed oundary function 
for both (LR) and (LD). Then: 
(a) U, = U, + EP, where P, is “well-behaved” as E JO. 
(b) v,=p,, andp,+v, as ~10; also u,-+uo as &JO. 
(c) U, = [Df + (ED - S) p,]/2, and U,. -+ U, as E J 0. 
(d) P, = Sd, for some q5, E L*(aD), E > 0. 
From this theorem we have that for E >O, 4c~ L'(dD) and hence our 
original assumed existence of such adensity function is justified. Further- 
more, pE = Sd, converges in the mean to u. E L*(dD) as E 10. The function 
4, itself, however, does not necessarily converge toan L2(aD) function. 
To see this uppose 4, -+ Q. as E JO, where do E L'(aD). Then from the 
mapping properties of S, S#, E H’(aD) and S’b, = vo. Consequently, 
voe H’(aD). In order that v. be in H’(aD), however, weneed fE H*(aD). 
Thus if we desire that 4, converge toan L*(aD) function as sJ 0, we require 
more smoothness off than ,f~ H’(i3D). We encountered a similar situation 
in Section 4.
We now establish some additional results concerning theoperator M,
which will enable us to obtain an analytical representation of thesolution 
to the integral equation (5.3). 
LEMMA 5.4. M, is a self-adjoint perator nL*(aD). 
Proof: This result follows immediately from these three facts: S =S*, 
K* = K’, and KS = SK’, Q.E.D. 
Another immediate result is hat S* is a compact, linear p.d.s.a. operator. 
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This follows immediately since S is a compact, self-adjoint, linearoperator 
with trivial nu lspace. Now let us prove 
LEMMA 5.5. (I- K)S is a p.d.s.a. operator nL’(aD). 
Proof. The self-adjointness of h  operator has already been shown. To 
show that it is positive definite, let [be an arbitrary nonzero element of
L’(aD), and define $ := SC. Then ((I-K) SC, [) = (SC, (I- K’)[) =
-(I+!I, &  +/an). The single ayer potential $ satisfies Laplace’s quation in D, 
and is regular tinfinity. Consequently, - ($, a$ +/an) = so, IV+1 *dV>, 0. 
If this last integral is zero than $ is constant throughout D,.From the 
regularity condition at infinity  follows that $~0 in D,. From the 
continuity of the single ayer potential, thiswould imply [EN(S), from 
which it follows that [= 0. This contradicts the choice of[. Thus for i# 0, 
the above inner product isstrictly positive, which immediately implies that 
(I- K) S is positive definite. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 5.1 and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 we have 
THEOREM 5.6. M, is a compact linear, p.d.s.a. operator nL2(aD) and 
A4,(L2(aD)) = H’(8D). 
Finally, we are now able to obtain an analytical representation for the
solution 4,to (5.3) using the Landweber-Fridman iterative scheme 
[lS, lo]). Our representation is based on the following result (see [9] or 
[15] for an excellent discussion of this method): 
THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a compact, linear, p.d.s.a. operator na real 
Hilbert space H. Consider the operator equation Au= g, where gE R(A) is 
a given function. Let 0 < ,u < 2/i,, where %, is the largest eigenvalue of A. 
Then u is unique and the series p I,“= 0(I - uA )“g converges tou. 
From Theorem 5.6 and the fact hat g as defined in(5.5) lies in 
R(M,) = H’(aD), we may apply Theorem 5.7 to our integral equation (5.3). 
Let 0 < ,U <2/A,, where 1-r denotes the largest eigenvalue of M,. It follows 
that he sequence obtained from the iteration 
(4,),, + 1 = (I- PMJ4Jn+ MT, 
(5.6) 
(4Eh =Pi?, 
converges in the mean to the unique solution d, of (5.3). 
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6. AN EXAMPLE 
Here we give an example using the technique presented in the previous 
section. We take i?D to be a sphere of radius a centered at the origin. The
spherical oordinate system (r, 8,#) is used throughout this section, where 
0 6 8 6 7~ is the polar angle and 0 < 4 6 27~ is the azimuthal angle. Consider 
(RL) with boundary condition 
u-&v=f(e), 068671, (6.1) 
where f(0) is a smooth function which by its pecific orm possesses 
azimuthal symmetry. In what follows f will be treated as aknown function 
whose xpansion in terms of Legendre polynomials is given by 
f(e) = f f,P,(cos e). (6.2) 
?I=0 
It can be shown (e.g., it can be constructed using the method in [3]) 
that he solution to be corresponding D richlet problem (DL) is 
n+l 
Uo(x)= f f&T P,(cos w, 
n=O 
where r= 1x1. 
From [22, p. 851 we have for points x ED, and y E dD, 
1 
2 an - P,(cos Y 1, jE-g=yI=.=orn+l 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
where /y( =a, Y = 1x1 > a, and y is the angle between the position vectors 
x and y. From the orthogonality of he Legendre polynomials (e.g., see 
[14] or [22]) it can be shown 
5 P,(COS y) P,(cos 0,)ds, =$$, P,(COS 0,) 6,, (6.5) iiD 
where 6,, =0 or 1 according as m # n or m = n. From (6.4), (6.5), and the 
continuity of the single ayer potential we have 
S(P,(COS e))= & P,(cos e). (6.6) 
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For x, y E aD it can be shown 
a i 1 1 --= _-- 
aa4 IX- YI 2a Jx- yl’ 
Thus K$ = (- 1/2a) S$ for all $E L2(dD). 
We are now able to compute the function g as defined in(5.5). From 
(6.2), (6.6), and (6.7) wefind 
g= (K-I)f= f c,,f,J’,(cos Q), (6.8) 
n = 0 
where c, := -2(n+ 1)/(2n+ 1). From (5.4), (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8) wefind 
where 
a n := l- 
&[~+(l+&%i]~ 
(6.10) 
where p is a suitably chosen constant. Thesum which is given by the 
Landweber-Fridman technique canthen be written as
4,=/J f f (%Y%“L~,(coS 0 (6.11) 
m=O n=O 
We give the following result whose proof will be deferred until the end 
of the section: 
LEMMA 6.1. 1fOcp-c 1/[2a(a+c)], then Ic(,I < lfir all n30. 
Assuming these restrictions on p,we take the partial sum of the 
geometric series in(6.11) and obtain 
= 1 -(Cx,)M+l 
b,=p lim C 
1 -cx, cnfn Pn(cos 0 ). Me m n=O 
It can be shown (e.g., seeLemma 2 of [9]) that 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
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From the definitions of c, and CI,,, thexpression n (6.12) simplifies to 
(6.14) 
The final step in the valuation of U, is to apply the operator S to (6.14), 
and then add E times this result toU,. From (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), and (6.14) 
it follows that 
nt2 
U,(x) = f fn - 
.=,(n+l)F+a~“+‘pn~cose~. 
(6.15) 
It can easily beverified that his result satisfies (RL)corresponding to the 
boundary condition (6.1), and in the limit asE 10 reduces tothe xpression 
in (6.3). 
It still remains toderive some condition t  impose on p which will allow 
the iterative scheme to converge. There are two considerations o take into 
account. First, p must be such that Icz,I < 1for all n> 0. Second, ,nmust 
satisfy therestriction on p given in the hypothesis of Theorem 5.7. 
We now examine the first consideration and in so doing prove 
Lemma 6.1. Let ~1, = 1 -p/r(n), where 
h(n) :=& [s+(l +;)&I, n>O. (6.16) 
Then IcI,~ < 1for all n2 0 if and only if 0< n/t(n) < 2for all n2 0. To solve 
this inequality we treat n as if it were areal (rather than integer) variable 
with n3 0. After some calculations we find: h(O) =4a(a +E); h(n) >0 for 
n 3 0; h’(n) <0 for n2 0. It follows that h(n) is a strictly decreasing function 
for n 80 with absolute maximum h(O) =~u(u+E). Because h(n)> 0, it 
follows that p satisfies the above inequality forall n > 0 provided 
0 < p c 1/[2a(u + E)], which is precisely thecondition given in Lemma 6.1. 
Let us now examine the second consideration for ~1. Let YIz(B, #), 
Y$j,(& 4)denote the spherical h rmonics defined by
It is known (e.g., see[14] or [22]) that hese functions form a complete 
orthonormal seton the surface ofthe unit sphere. Using the orthogonality 
of the associated L gendre functions Pr and that of the trigonometric 
functions, it can be shown 
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where 
&=c(&)+(l+$)(&)2, n=O,l,.... (6.19) 
It is seen that the largest eigenvalue occurs when n =0 and has value 
A, = 4a(a + E). Thus the condition imposed on ,u in Theorem 5.7 reduces to 
0 < p < 2/A, = 1/[2a(a + E)], which is precisely the condition we derived 
previously. 
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